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        I know it from the fact that when I started online essay writing service , I had a lot of 

difficulties but soon I found an answer in the form of posts like these. 

    Students face multiple challenges while writing an essay and it is only because it requires them 

to follow extensive rules and regulations advised by academics. 

         It means if you want to write an essay then first you should look for an academic paper 

writing service. As it could be one way to complete your essay assignment. This post will help you 

to select a topic so that you can get timely services. 

1.   Cloning of human organs can benefit patients struggling with organ failure 

2.       Biotechnologically can create solutions to fight world hunger 

3.   Rising trend of cosmetic surgeries is promoting body dysmorphia 

4.   Why ease of access to cosmetic treatments makes individuals confident? 

5.   Media plays a significant role in formulating an individual's self-esteem 

6.   Meat Replacements can promote a cruelty-free environment 

7.   Test-tube baby techniques is an ethical practice 

8.   Reality of absolute truth in this world 

9. Are we living in a simulation? 

10.   Why are Aristotle’s ideas of custom essay writing service on politics? 

11.   Meritocracy does not ensure equal opportunities 

12.   Why gay marriages should be made legal in every state? 

13.   Why Determining one’s gender is a basic human right? 

14.   Euthanasia can be counted as an ethical and legal practice 

15.   AI will take over the manual workforce 

16.   Luck plays a key role in determining one’s success 

17.   Entrepreneurship is a promising domain for young graduates 

18.   Why are people stuck in Hamlet’s dilemma of “To be or not to be?” 

19.   Feminism today has failed to live up to its ideology 

20.   Cyberbullying is a leading cause of rising  essay writer free 

21.   Online education has failed to match up with standard 

22.   Culture needs to be explored from a new perspective 

23.   There is no equal democracy for the poor! 

24.   How climatic concerns will supersede all other material concerns? 

25.   Should abortions be made legal? 

26. Psychological terrors caused by world wars 

27.   Christianity and Dark Ages 

28.   Immigrant Crisis of the 21st Century 

29.   Changed modes of colonization in today’s world 

30.   How did the 1918 Spanish flu change the world? 
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31.   Spanish inquisition and its untold horrors 

32.   Fashion in Victorian World 

33.   Patriarchal England in the 18th Century 

34.   Discovery of the steam engine and industrialization 

35.   Innovation is the need of time 

36.   Why Islam prohibits alcohol? 

37.   The history behind Greek Olympics 

38.   Life in the Medieval period 

39.   Red Indians and their cultural body art 

40.   The horrors of Salem Witch Trials 

41.   Who benefitted from Vietnam War 

42.   What has socialism dominated today’s social system? 

43.   Capitalism and its discriminations 

44.   Economic inequality and the rise of global violence 

45.   The Great Depression of the 1930s 

46.   Global economic system needs elaborate revisions 

47.   IMF and global economy 

48.   Transatlantic slave trade 

49.   Exploitation of Africa’s ivory reserves by colonizers 

50.   Why was Japan bombed during the Second World War? 

51.   Shakespeare is the greatest dramatist of all times 

52.   How Greeks perceived reality? 

53.   Jane Austen's novels reflect the matriarchal biases of the Victorian period 

54.   Feminism has deviated from its intended ideals 

55.   How COVID-19 has impacted the global economy? 

56.   How has an apprehended virus impacted the world today? 

57    Role of WHO in face of a rising pandemic 

58.   UNSC has failed to live up to its ideals 

59.   There is no concept of equal democracy in the world 

60    Should States be following Machiavellian principles? 

61.   Racial prejudices against the colored community at workplaces 

62.   Legal struggles faced by the LGBT community for faulty policies 

63.   Child abuse is a rising concern in the society 

64.   Significance of mythology in cultures 

65.   Censorship should be banned in every state 

66. What are the Benefits of Ozone Therapy? 

67.   How technology is revolutionizing nursing? 

68.   Benefits of Pyxis System in nursing 

69.   What is Autism? 

70.   What are the safety issues associated with acupuncture? 

71.   What are the causes of color blindness? 

72.   Improvements needed in the healthcare sector with respect to patient care 



73.   How automated dosage systems assisted nurses in drug administration? 

74.   Challenges of nurses during COVID-19 breakout 

75.   Is home therapy more competent than rehabilitation centers? 

76.   What are the epidemiological causes of Bird Flu? 

77.   Which preemptive measure can reduce the spread of COVID-19? 

78.   How Cellulitis can be managed? 

79.   What are the myths associated with Cellulitis? 

80.   How can short-sightedness be timely managed? 

81.   How can nursing administration be improved using modern software? 

82.   What are the common heart attack warnings among patients? 

83.   Struggles of individuals dealing with obesity 

84.   How can sugar be consumed to control obesity? 

85.   Physiological disorders associated with obesity 

86.   How do diabetic patients manage their sugar intake? 

87.   What is the potential diagnosis of a food allergy? 

88.   Ethical concerns related to Embryonic Stem Cell Research 

89.   The philosophy behind genetic engineering 

90.   How safe abortions can be administered legally? 

91.   What are the principles of medical ethics every nurse must be aware of? 

92.   Responsibilities of nurses in patenting 

93.   Tips to improve first-aid awareness and skills 

94.   How Alzheimer can impact societal relationships 

95.   What are the common needs of Disabled or impaired individuals? 

96.   College athletes should be paid for their extra hard work 

97.   All athletes must be required to pass drug tests 

98.   Lack of training facilities for professional female athletes  

99.   Why should athletes not be allowed to use steroids? 

100. Effects of less funding to college sports team 

  

         You should know that only a professional essay writer  knows all the techniques and methods 

to incorporate them into an essay. 
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